Abstract. Multi-relational rule mining is important for knowledge discovery in relational databases as it allows for discovery of patterns involving multiple relational tables. Inductive logic programming (ILP) techniques have had considerable success on a variety of multi-relational rule mining tasks, however, most ILP systems do not scale to very large datasets. In this paper we present two extensions to a popular ILP system, FOIL, that improve its scalability. (i) We show how to interface FOIL directly to a relational database management system. This enables FOIL to run on data sets that previously had been out of its scope. (ii) We describe estimation methods, based on histograms, that significantly decrease the computational cost of learning a set of rules. We present experimental results that indicate that on a set of standard ILP datasets, the rule sets learned using our extensions are equivalent to those learned with standard FOIL but at considerably less cost.
Introduction
Traditional data mining techniques aim to extract patterns from data sets that may be naturally represented in flat files. Conversely, relational databases represent data as a set of interconnected relational tables. Many useful patterns involve multiple tables, and since data in this format often cannot naturally be represented in flat files, traditional propositional data mining methods have difficulties learning such patterns.
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [1] algorithms aim to learn a set of first-order logical rules from multi-relational data and thus are well suited to multi-relational data mining tasks. There are however, two practical barriers that must be overcome before ILP systems may be applied to mining of large datasets. (i) ILP systems must deal with a limited amount of physical memory. Most ILP implementations, such as FOIL [2] , tacitly assume the whole database fits into main memory. If it does not fit, these programs either crash or grind to an effective halt as they rely on the operating system to manage moving data between physical memory and disk. (ii) ILP systems must be faster. The search space of ILP systems is very large and even heuristic methods are slow. Moreover, since the time needed to score an operator typically depends on the database size, direct application of most ILP systems to very large datasets is impractical.
In this paper, we describe extensions to the ILP algorithm FOIL that address both of these barriers. To deal with limited physical memory we leverage off the considerable effort that has been addressed to this issue in the design of relational database management systems (RDBMSs). We show how to succinctly express FOIL's operations in terms of SQL statements that RDBMSs have been optimized to execute. To deal with time cost we describe probabilistic models that we use to estimate the gain of FOIL's operators. We show how to use these models to significantly speed up learning. We present experimental results that indicate that with our estimation method we are able to learn the same rules as standard FOIL on several standard ILP datasets, but in significantly less time.
The interest in scaling up ILP for relational data mining in large datasets has been growing as Dimaio and Shavlik [3] , Tang et. al [4] and Mooney et. al [5] have recently published research in this direction. Although the idea of incorporating the ability to learn first order rules from RDBMSs is not new -Stonebraker et. al [6] added this feature to Postgres and Brockhausen and Morik [7] have directly implemented an ILP algorithm (RDT) to a RDBMS -the use of probabilistic models to estimate scores for learning rules has, to the best of our knowledge, not been done before. Similar estimation ideas have been used in the area of query-optimization in databases [8, 9] .
FOIL
Quinlan's first-order inductive learner [2, 10] (FOIL) is a popular ILP algorithm that learns function-free first order rules for a target relation. FOIL requires as input a set of extensionally defined relations. That is, each input relation is defined by a listing of its tuples rather than intensionally as set of logical rules. This parallels closely the organization of data in relational databases where we can think of the tuples of a table as defining a relation. One of the input relations, which we refer to as P OS, is designated as the target relation. Another input relation, which we refer to as N EG, is of the same arity as P OS and contains tuples that do not belong to the target relation. These two relations define FOIL's initial positive and negative tuple set. The other relations B1, ..., BN serve as background knowledge.
Given its input, FOIL learns rules of the form
where each L i is a (possibly negated) literal and X 1 . . . X m are distinct variables. The goal of FOIL is to discover a set of rules that entails all of the tuples in P OS and none of the tuples in N EG. 1 , adds a single clause to its learned rule set that logically entails (covers) some of the previously uncovered tuples in P OS and none of the tuples in N EG. FOIL's method of building a single rule, shown in the learnOneRule procedure of Table 1 , begins with the general rule P OS ← true, which covers all positive and negative tuples. This rule is then specialized by greedily conjoining literals one at a time to the body until the new rule covers no negative tuples.
One trait of FOIL that distinguishes it from most propositional supervised learning algorithms is the dynamic nature of the positive and negative example training sets. When deciding which literal to append to the body of the new rule, FOIL considers only the current positive and negative tuple sets, P OS curr and N EG curr in Table 1 . From one iteration to the next, these sets may shrink, grow, increase in arity or some combination thereof.
At the start of the learnOneRule procedure P OS curr is initialized to the tuples of P OS that are not covered by any rule learned so far, P OS unc , and N EG curr is set to all the tuples in N EG. Following the addition of the chosen literal (Line 17), FOIL updates P OS curr and N EG curr . Let L(N 1 , ..., N a , O 1 , ..., O b ) be the chosen literal where N i is a new variable that does not appear anywhere else in the new rule and O i is an old variable that appears either in the head or a previously introduced literal. If L is unnegated, the arity of tuples in the updated P OS curr and N EG curr sets increases by a, the number of new variables. A tuple t in P OS curr (or N EG curr ) gives rise to a (possibly expanded) tuple in the updated set for each tuple in the relation associated with the chosen literal that matches t on the arguments indicated by the old variables.
FOIL uses an information theoretic heuristic to determine which literal to append to the body of a growing rule. On each iteration of its inner loop, which starts on Line 15, FOIL chooses the literal that has maximum gain where it defines the gain of literal L i as
Here p and n are the sizes of P OS curr and N EG curr , p ′ and n ′ are the sizes of the updated P OS curr and N EG curr if L i were added and p ++ is the number of tuples in P OS curr that are covered by L i .
The main computational cost of FOIL comes from the evaluation of all the candidate literals every time a new literal is added to a growing clause. If the input data set cannot fit in main memory, management of the current positive and negative tuple becomes more complicated. In the next section we show how, if our data is stored in relational database tables, these tasks can be concisely expressed by a small number of SQL statements.
FOIL-D
In this section we present FOIL-D, our implementation of FOIL that interfaces directly with relational databases. FOIL-D assumes operations that involve manipulation of the relational data may not fit in main memory and thus provides database operations, in terms of SQL statements, for them. FOIL-D does however, assume that other operations, such as generating and storing the candidate literals, fit in main memory.
One difference between FOIL and our current implementation of FOIL-D is that for simplicity FOIL-D only considers unnegated literals while FOIL considers both unnegated and negated literals. There is nothing fundamental that prevents FOIL-D from considering negated literals though, and we plan to add support for them in the future.
Database organization and operations
Let the tuples defining the input relations be in database tables named POS, NEG, B1, ..., BN where the mapping between tables and the relations in Table 1 is the obvious one. If the data is not in such a format, temporary tables can be constructed. We store the uncovered positive tuples and the current positive and negative examples in database tables named POS UNC, POS CURR and NEG CURR respectively. Due to the dynamics of the training sets, the number of columns of POS CURR and NEG CURR may change during the course of the algorithm. At any time though there is a one-to-one correspondence between the columns of POS CURR (and NEG CURR) and the distinct variables that have been introduced by either the head or a literal in the body of the growing clause.
The left-hand column of Table 2 lists the line numbers from Table 1 where FOIL-D issues database queries. The right-hand column gives the SQL statements 2 for the corresponding line. We now discuss each of these operations in turn.
Line 3 Here we initialize POS UNC to all the tuples in POS. SQL statements of the from CREATE new- ++ . The DISTINCT keyword assures that tuples in POS CURR are counted at most once. The condition cond is the same as the one used on Line 26 to compute p.
Computational cost of FOIL-D
The primary computational cost of running FOIL-D on large databases comes from the database join operations used to execute the six conditional SELECT statements (Lines 6, 18, 19, 26, 27 and 28). A join operation (r ⊲⊳ s) between tables r and s selects a subset of the tuples in the cross product r×s that match a specified set of constraints. The implementation of the join operation is a heavily studied topic in database research. See, for example, Ramakrishnan's textbook [11] . The cost of a join depends on a number of properties of the join such as the number and types of constraints (eg, >, <, =), the presence of any database indexes on the join columns, and the number of tables. In FOIL-D all joins involve only equality constraints (equi-joins) between two tables. FOIL-D does perform joins with k > 1 equality constraints (k-column joins). In this paper, we are agnostic about the implementation of join but measure the computational cost by the total number of joins performed to learn a theory.
Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the number of joins needed to learn a rule set of R rules with L total literals where C total candidates are considered is # of join operations = R + 2L + 3C
The number of rules in a learned theory R is typically small, often less than five, and the number of literals L is also manageable, in the ten's at most. The number of candidates C, however, is often much larger and thus C dominates the others. The number of candidate literals considered at each step depends most strongly on the arity of the maximum arity relation and the number of old variables introduced so far [12] . For example, the number of candidate literals considered to append to a rule with 5 old variables and max arity of 3 is 136 [12] . FOIL-D uses type constraints on the arguments of the relations (or the columns in the database) which reduces the total number of candidate literals somewhat but not so much that it does not dominate in the above expression. Next, we describe extensions to FOIL-D that reduce the total number of join operations needed to learn a theory.
FOIL-DH
To get the counts p ′ , n ′ and p ++ needed to compute the gain of a candidate literal we only need the number of tuples in the result sets of the SQL statements listed in Table 2 that we execute on Lines 26-28. Thus, one way to reduce the total number of joins is to compute p ′ , n ′ and p ++ by more efficient means. The approach we consider here is, using histograms, to construct probabilistic models of the tuples in each table and to use these models to estimate the counts. We call this system "FOIL-D with histograms" or simply FOIL-DH.
We maintain a histogram for each column of POS UNC, NEG, B1, ..., BN, POS CURR and NEG CURR. Let h r.c be the histogram for the column r.c of table r. The domain of h r.c is the same as the domain of the type of column r.c. The count h r.c (v) for value v is the number of tuples in r for which the value of column r.c = v.
Estimating p
′ and n ′ Now we show how, given the column histograms and an independence assumption, to quickly estimate the size of any k-column equi-join, such as the ones to get p ′ and n ′ . The probability p r.c (v) that a randomly selected tuple in table r has value v in column c is p r.c (v) = h r.c (v)/|r|.
For an equi-join between columns c of table r and c ′ of table s the probability that a randomly selected tuple from the cross product r × s satisfies the equality constraint, and thus is included in the result set, is p(r.c, s.c
where the sum is over all values in the type of column r.c (and s.c). The number of tuples in the result set is exactly given by
where ⊲⊳ 1 indicates a 1-column join between r and s. This is an exact calculation because the nature of the cross product guarantees that for a randomly selected tuple in r × s, the value in a column from r is statistically independent of the value of a column from s. For multi-column joins the summary statistics in the histograms are not sufficient to exactly compute the size of the result set. If we assume, however, that the values of all columns in the join from the same table are statistically independent, we can estimate the size of a k−column join aŝ
where here without loss of generality we assume column r.i is joined with s.i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Our estimates of p ′ and n ′ for candidate literal candLit then arê
where here rel(candLit) is the relation of candLit and b is the number of old variables in candLit.

++
In order to compute the gain of candLit, in addition to p ′ and n ′ , we need p ++ , the number of tuples in POS CURR (pre-update) still covered by the new rule if we accept candLit. Thus, we need to estimate the number of tuples in r = POS CURR that give rise to at least one tuple in r ⊲⊳ k s where s is rel(candLit).
To estimate p ++ , we first compute q, the probability a randomly selected tuple in r × s matches on join columns 2 through k given the independence assumptions as
where again we assume column r.i is joined with s.i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If k = 1 we set q to 1.0. If we randomly pick with replacement j tuples from r × s, the probability that at least one matches on join columns 2 through k is
A tuple in r with value v in the first join column has h s.1 (v) tuples in the cross product that match in the first column and this many "chances" to match on the remaining k − 1 columns. So, we estimate the probability that the tuple will have at least one match in the result set as m(h s.1 (v)). Summing over all values and multiplying by h r.1 (v) gives our estimation of p ++ :
Our choice of doing this final sum over values of the first join column is arbitrary. We could have chosen any i of the k join columns as the one to do the final sum over where then we calculate q as the probability of a match on the k − 1 columns excluding join column i. Due to errors introduced by the sampling with replacement assumption of m(j), in general the estimatep ++ will be different for each choice of final join column i. In practice however, we have foundp ++ to be close for any choice of i. As with the expression for estimating p ′ and n ′ , our estimationp ++ is exact for 1-column joins. Thus, we can exactly compute the gain for candidate literals with exactly 1 old variable given the column histograms.
Estimating the highest gain literal
We speed up FOIL-D by using estimations of p ′ , n ′ and p ++ to estimate the highest scoring candidate literal in two ways. The first method simply estimates the gain of every candidate literal directly withp ′ ,n ′ andp ++ and chooses the one with highest estimated gain to append to the growing clause. This method eliminates the 3C joins needed to estimate the gain of the C candidate literals thereby reducing the number of joins performed to learn a theory with R rules and L literals to # of join operations = R + 2L.
A problem with this method is that the independence assumption often causes the estimated gains of the highest-scoring candidate literals with 2 or more old variables to be less than their true gains. In cases where the candidate literal with highest gain has multiple old variables, this procedure often erroneously estimates the highest scoring literal to be one with only 1 old variable.
We find, however, the relative ranks of the candidate literals with multiple old variables, especially the highest scoring ones, is relatively stable following the estimation procedure. This leads to our other use ofp ′ ,n ′ andp ++ . We also use the estimates of the candidate literal gains as a filter to reduce the number of candidate literals whose gains are computed exactly. Given filter size F we pick a candidate literal to conjoin to the growing clause with this method as follows. First, we compute the estimated gains of the entire candidate set using our histograms as described above. Next, we rank the candidate literals with two or more old variables by estimated gain and compute the exact gain for the top F . Finally, we choose that the literal with the highest true gain among these F and the top scoring candidate literal with a single old variable. We call this method FOIL-DH(F).
The number of joins performed to learn a theory with FOIL-DH(F) is # of join operations = R + 2L + 3F L which is still much smaller than R + 2L + 3C for small F .
Richer Probabilistic Models
As just described, the current implementation of FOIL-DH estimates the size of a multi-column join by assuming that, for a randomly selected tuple from either of the tables in the join, the values for the join columns are independent of one another. If the join columns are highly correlated, this assumption is likely to lead to inaccurate gain estimates and could result in poor rules. One way to address this pitfall is to explicitly represent the dependencies between columns with a more complex probability model, such as a Bayesian network 3 [13] , for each table's tuples. Using Bayesian networks, the product on right-hand-side of the Equation 1 would be replaced with the probability, as given by the Bayesian networks for the two tables, that a randomly selected tuple from the cross-product would match on the join columns.
Experimental results
This section describes experiments conducted and results obtained by FOIL-D, FOIL-DH and FOIL-DH(F) on three learning tasks taken from machine learning literature, which were used by [2] to illustrate the power of FOIL. Descriptions of the domains are taken from [2] . The aim of the experiments performed is to determine whether the cost of obtaining accurate hypotheses, with respect to FOIL, can be significantly reduced by using probabilistic models (FOIL-DH) and filtering (FOIL-DH(F)) to estimate the scores of literals.
Learning connectivity of a network
Our first learning task involved learning the definition of can-reach in the network from [2] , shown in Figure 1 . Extensional definitions of can-reach (N,N) , not-can-reach(N,N) as well as linked-to(N,N) were given as positive example, Table 3 . Rules learned for can-reach
can-reach(X0, X1) ← linked-to(X0, X2), linked-to(X3, X1), linked-to(X2, X4), can-reach(X2, X1) can-reach(X0, X1) ← linked-to(X0, X2), linked-to(X3, X1), linked-to(X2, X4), linked-to(X4, X5), linked-to(X6, X3)
negative example and background knowledge respectively. Variables in this relation consists of one type N (Node). The goal is to learn a general definition for can-reach. Table 3 shows the rules learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(0-6), which are using filter sizes set to 0 through 6.
Learning eastbound trains
The second learning task is from the INDUCE system by [14] and described by [2] . Trains in Figure 2 Table 4 .
Learning family relationships
The third and final task we consider is that of learning family relationships, described by [15] . Figure 3 shows two isomorphic families of twelve members each. There are twelve relationship types to be learned: mother, father, wife, husband, son, daughter, sister, brother, aunt, uncle, niece and nephew. Each target relation to be learned are to be defined in terms of the following background relations: mother(P,P), father(P,P), wife(P,P), husband(P,P), son(P,P), daughter(P,P), sister(P,P), brother(P,P), aunt(P,P), uncle(P,P), niece(P,P), nephew(P,P), and their negations. The variables are all of type P (People).
The rules learned by FOIL-DH(1) for this task are identical to those learned by FOIL-D on all twelve relations. Table 5 and Table 6 show the definitions learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(0-6) for uncle and mother respectively. Since in these families, all uncles are married, the second literal in both uncle clauses serves the purpose of asserting that person X0 is a man. The rules learned by FOIL-D and FOIL-DH(1-6) for other relations are similar in structure. FOIL-DH(0) fails to learn any rules generate any rules for any of the twelve family relationships. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 4 . Whenever FOIL-DH(0) makes an estimation of the gain for literals with multiple old variables, it is always under estimates the actual gain of the highest scoring literals, whereas it always estimates the exact actual gain for literals with exactly one old variable. Hence, literals with exactly one old variable will score higher than literals with multiple old variables, resulting in the unique property of the rules learned by FOIL-DH(0) for the relation can-reach. This reasoning also supports the results of FOIL-DH(0) on the relationships of the family dataset because the definitions of those relations require literals with two old variables to be added first to the body of the clause. How then was FOIL-DH(1), with a filter size of just 1, able to learn the correct definitions for can-reach and the twelve familial relationships? One possible explanation is that even though the estimations for literals with multiple old variables are lower, the order of the estimated gain for these literals is maintained. This would allow FOIL-DH(1), which specifically considers the highest estimated literal with multiple old variables, to accurately select the best literal.
Surprisingly, all the different FOIL types in our experiments were able to learn the exact rule for eastbound trains as shown in Table 4 . It is interesting to note that FOIL-DH(0) was able to learn the exact rule for eastbound trains, in accordance with our reasoning above, because the rule is comprised of literals with exactly one old variable. Figure 5 shows the total number of JOINs performed for the different FOIL types. FOIL-DH(0) to FOIL-DH(6) grows linearly in the number of JOINs performed and they still provide significantly more savings than FOIL-D.
Conclusion
We have presented preliminary methods towards enabling the ILP system FOIL to be applied to multi-relational data mining tasks on large data sets. Our methods address both the space and time hurdles that prohibit standard ILP implementations from being applied to these problems.
To deal with insufficient physical memory we build off of relational database management systems. We have described FOIL-D, a system that mimics the operation of FOIL but that performs the memory intensive FOIL operations using SQL queries to a relational database.
To deal with the slowness of FOIL on very large datasets we have described FOIL-DH, an extension of FOIL-D that uses histograms to quickly estimate the gains of candidate literals without performing expensive database join operations. We also showed how we use the estimation procedure as a filter to select a small number of candidate literals whose gain we compute exactly.
Our experimental results show that while FOIL-DH dramatically reduces the numbers of joins it sometimes fails to learn the correct theories on a set of standard ILP problems because of erroneous estimates. If, however, we use the estimates as a filter we are able to learn the same correct theories as FOIL-D on the datasets we looked at while performing significantly fewer joins. The experiments we present in this paper all involve small datasets on standard but contrived problems. Our plans for the future involve evaluating FOIL-D and FOIL-DH in terms of accuracy and efficiency on a number of large real-world datasets. In addition, we plan on investigating more complex probability models, based on Bayesian networks.
In closing we note that although this paper has dealt exclusively with extending FOIL, some of the concepts developed here are applicable to other ILP systems. For example, systems that score whole clauses (as opposed to FOIL's scoring of literals) as a function of the number of positive and negative examples covered may benefit from similar estimation methods.
